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Grendizione di anime konica minolta // Package errwrap implements methods to formalize error wrapping in Go. // // All of the top-level functions that take an `error` are protected // by an `errwrap.Wrapper`. We put our unformatted error messages // in the functions in this package in order to avoid magic strings. package errwrap

import ( "bytes" "errors" "fmt" ) // Wrapper holds an error as well as the error message. type Wrapper struct { error Msg string } // Add adds an error as an additional field to a wrapper. // It is equivalent to using `With` plus `error.With`. func Add(error, string) error { return errors.WithMessage(error, "also known as", string) } //
With adds an error to a wrapper. // // If the error is wrapped with another error, the outer error is discarded. // Otherwise, the additional error is returned. See WithFile for an example. func With(error, string) error { return errors.WithMessage(error, string) } // Err is the type of the errors wrapped by `errwrap.Wrapper`. They all //
implement this interface. // // This type switches the error type to `error` if it is not already // of type `error`. type Err interface { // Return the string representation of this error, detailing what // happened. Format the error using the error formatting bits defined // in the ErrorText method. Error() string // Suggest a more helpful

error message. // // This method defines a rational mechanism to suggest message that // could replace the current error message, such that if the user // gives you an error that is not that useful, you should respond with
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